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The Secret Midwife The Secret Midwife 2020-02-06 For fans of One Born Every Minute. The Secret Midwife is a
heart-breaking, engrossing and important read. At once joyful and profoundly shocking, this is the story of birth,
straight from the delivery room. Strongest supporter, best friend, expert, cheerleader and chief photographer . . .
Before, during and after labour the role of a midwife is second to none. The Secret Midwife reveals the highs and
lows on the frontline of the maternity unit, from the mother who tries to give herself a DIY caesarean to the baby
born into witness protection, and from surprise infants that arrive down toilets to ones that turn up in the lift. But
there is a problem; the system which is supposed to support the midwives and the women they care for is
starting to crumble. Short-staffed, over worked and underappreciated - these crippling conditions are taking their
toll on the dedicated staff doing their utmost to uphold our National Health Service, and the consequences are
very serious indeed.
Xavier Kathi S. Barton 2019-12-22 Cindi Janis was worried. The murders had been all over the newspapers.
Young, redheaded women were found murdered, too many to be just a coincidence. Cindi hadn’t heard from her
Aunt Caroline in quite some time, and she fit the description of one of the victims. So did she, for that matter. A
short trip to Ohio and Cindi could claim the body if it was indeed her aunt and get on with her life. But what she
found when she got to Ohio wasn’t on her agenda. Xavier Manning wanted to help; someone needed to go to the
airport to pick up Miss Janis to get this nasty business of identifying the body out of the way. He hadn’t expected
that the beautiful redhead getting off the plane was going to be his mate. The killings were getting closer to
home. Now that Xavier had his mate and she fit the killer’s profile, the pressure to solve these murders was
ramped up. Would Cindi be next?
Laugh Your Way to a Better Marriage Mark Gungor 2009-03-03 Based on Mark Gungor's wildly popular seminar,
Laugh Your Way to a Better Marriage® builds on Gungor's success with tens of thousands of couples who credit
him with enriching, and even saving, their marriages. By using his unique blend of humor and tell-it-like-it-is
honesty, he helps couples get along and have fun doing it. Through exploring a variety of subjects including the
myth of a "soul mate," the different ways men and women think, the conflicting levels of libido, and the necessity
to forgive, Gungor proves that the key to marital bliss is not romance or destiny -- it's work and skill. Couples
need to work hard at maintaining their relationship and to have the skills to pull it off. The longer spouses wait to
learn these skills, the greater their chance of wanting to bail, yet Gungor makes it easy for couples to bring their
relationship to the next level.
Thoughts of a New Old Mum Karen Louise Hollis 2013-04 Karen Louise Hollis became a mum in 1990 aged 20
& had 3 more babies by 1996. She enjoyed being a young mum & having kids close in age. However in 2010
aged 41, Karen began a new relationship & they decided to have a baby. How hard would it be for her to
conceive in her 40s? Would pregnancy & birth be different in the 2010s, some 20 years since her eldest was
born? Thoughts of a New Old Mum follows Karen's journey from trying to get pregnant through the pregnancy &
birth of their son & his 1st year. How had things changed since her experiences in the 1990s? Would she find it
hard being an older mum? How would her other children react to their much younger sibling? This book covers a
huge change in Karen's life. As she enters 2013, another happy event is just around the corner... The book is
written in a friendly, chatty style which anyone who has a child will relate to. This is an open & honest account of

the joys & love, worries & stresses, the explosive nappies & sleep-deprived nights of motherhood.
After the Affair Janis A. Spring 1997-02-14 For the 70 percent of couples who have been affected by extramarital
affairs, this is the only book to offer proven strategies for surviving the crisis and rebuilding the relationship ––
written by a nationally known therapist considered an expert on infidelity. When I was 15, I was raped. That was
nothing compared to your affair. The rapist was a stranger; you, I thought, were my best friend. There is nothing
quite like the pain and shock caused when a partner has been unfaithful. The hurt partner often experiences a
profound loss of self–respect and falls into a depression that can last for years. For the relationship, infidelity is
often a death blow. After the Affair is the first book to help readers survive this crisis. Written by a clinical
psychologist who has been treating distressed couples for 22 years, it guides both hurt and unfaithful partners
through the three stages of healing: Normalizing feelings, deciding whether to recommit and revitalizing the
relationship. It provides proven, practical advice to help the couple change their behavior toward each other,
cultivate trust and forgiveness and build a healthier, more conscious intimate partnership.
American Film Cycles Larry Langman 1998 Examines more than 1,000 silent films in light of contemporary
social, political, and national trends during the silent years.
What to Expect: Before You're Expecting Heidi Murkoff 2010-02-18 Announcing the prequel! From Heidi Murkoff,
author of the world's bestselling pregnancy and parenting books, comes the must-have guide every expectant
couple needs before they even conceive - the first step in What to Expect: What to Expect Before You're
Expecting. Medical groups now recommend that all hopeful parents plan for baby-making at least three months
before they begin trying. And who better to guide want-to-be mums and dads step-by-step through the
preconception (and conception) process than Heidi Murkoff? It's all here. Everything couples need to know
before sperm and egg meet. Packed with the same kind of reassuring, empathic and practical information and
advice that readers have come to expect from What to Expect, only sooner. Which baby-friendly foods to order
up (say yes to yams) and which fertility-busters to avoid (see you later, saturated fat); lifestyle adjustments that
you'll want to make (cut back on cocktails and caffeine) and those you can probably skip (that switch to boxer
shorts). How to pinpoint ovulation, keep on-demand sex sexy, and separate conception fact from myth. Plus,
when to seek help and the latest on fertility treatments - from IVF to surrogacy and more. Complete with a fill-in
fertility journal to keep track of the baby-making adventure and special tips throughout for hopeful dads. Next
step? What to Expect When You're Expecting, of course.
Psychosocial Adaptation to Pregnancy Regina Lederman 2009-09-16 presented in the Introduction (Chapter 1).
The focus of Chapter 1 is twofold: (1) to present the research foundations for the psychophysiological correlates
of prenatal psychosocial adaptation and the seven prenatal personality dimensions with progress in labor and
birth outcomes, and particularly (2) to present the theory underlying the seven dimensions of prenatal
psychosocial adaptation, which are further analyzed in the following seven chapters. Chapters 2–8 present a
content analysis of the interview responses to the seven significant prenatal personality dimensions that are
predictive of pregnancy adap- tion, progress in labor, birth outcomes, and postpartum maternal psychosocial
adaptation, and they include: (1) Acceptance of Pregnancy, (2) Identification with a Motherhood Role, (3)
Relationship with Mother, (4) Relationship with Husband, (5) Preparation for Labor, (6) (Prenatal) Fear of Pain,
Helplessness, and Loss of Control in Labor, and (7) (Prenatal) Fear of Loss of Self-Esteem in Labor. There is no
other comparable comprehensive, in-depth, prenatal personality research or empirical and content analysis of
pregnancy-specific dimensions of maternal psychosocial adaptation to pregnancy.
Silver Dreams Kusum Choppra 2016-12-15 Even as it traverses great distances from the Himalayas to Delhi,
Mumbai, Thailand, Canada and finally the West Indies, Silver Dreams silently but surely closes in on the
distance between the hearts of the aging lovers Kinnary and Rana. The lively exchanges between them as Rana
woos Kinnary at a retirement home bring dollops of humor and nostalgia, pathos and experience to the fore.
However, with the longevity of modern marriage declining rapidly, how much chance does this second innings,
that comes with its own baggage of two extended families, marital disasters and past feelings of failure, stand?
With the pace of a thriller and the mellow mood of 2nd innings romance, look out for Rana and Kinnary’s
definitions of love, life and romance as they draw on memory banks, set out on a global adventure and even
have a brush with voodoo in this unique tale of resurrecting relationships against the odds of Hamare Tumhare.
Power Couples Mary Abbott 2003 From Bill and Hilary and Posh and Becks, the power couple has become a
feature of modern life, an emblem of the media age. The phenomenon itself is much older, however. Take
Elizabeth and Essex, Catherine the Great and Grigory Potemkin, or Antony and Cleopatra - perhaps the most
famous power couple of them all. Covering two millennia and four continents, Mary Abbott joins the paparazzi.
She exposes the origins of each partner in power, how they came together, what drove their relationships, who
else was involved and how they ended. The cast of duos is familiar, their names for ever linked together in the
popular imagination: Ferdinand and Isabella, Victoria and Albert, Edward and Mrs. Simpson, Burton and Taylor,
Ted Hughes and Sylvia Plath, Nelson and Winnie Mandela, Charles and Diana.
The Girls Who Went Away Ann Fessler 2007-06-26 “A remarkably well-researched and accomplished book.”
—The New York Times Book Review “A wrenching, riveting book.” —Chicago Tribune In this deeply moving and

myth-shattering work, Ann Fessler brings out into the open for the first time the astonishing untold history of the
million and a half women who surrendered children for adoption due to enormous family and social pressure in
the decades before Roe v. Wade. An adoptee who was herself surrendered during those years and recently
made contact with her mother, Ann Fessler brilliantly brings to life the voices of more than a hundred women, as
well as the spirit of those times, allowing the women to tell their stories in gripping and intimate detail.
Guarded Kirsten Lasinski 2005-04-01 Forty-one year-old Emily Blyton should be content; she has a job she
loves, a beautiful home, and countless friends in the quaint mountain community of Murray, Colorado. On the
other hand, she also has an estranged daughter who lives in New York, an ex-husband she hasn't spoken to in
years, and a past full of painful memories she can't erase. When Emily discovers that she was adopted, her
carefully arranged world comes apart.
The Impatient Woman's Guide to Getting Pregnant Jean M. Twenge 2012-04-17 Comforting and intimate, this
“girlfriend” guide to getting pregnant gets to the heart of all the emotional issues around having
children—biological pressure, in-law pressures, greater social pressures—to support women who are
considering getting pregnant. Trying to get pregnant is enough to make any woman impatient. The Impatient
Woman’s Guide to Getting Pregnant is a complete guide to the medical, psychological, social, and sexual
aspects of getting pregnant, told in a funny, compassionate way, like talking to a good friend who’s been through
it all. And in fact, Dr. Jean Twenge has been through it all—the mother of three young children, she started
researching fertility when trying to conceive for the first time. A renowned sociologist and professor at San Diego
State University, Dr. Twenge brought her research background to the huge amount of information—sometimes
contradictory, frequently alarmist, and often discouraging— that she encountered online, from family and friends,
and in books, and decided to go into the latest studies to find out the real story. The good news is: There is a lot
less to worry about than you’ve been led to believe. Dr. Twenge gets to the heart of the emotional issues around
getting pregnant, including how to prepare mentally and physically when thinking about conceiving; how to talk
about it with family, friends, and your partner; and how to handle the great sadness of a miscarriage. Also
covered is how to know when you’re ovulating, when to have sex, timing your pregnancy, maximizing your
chances of getting pregnant, how to tilt the odds toward having a boy or a girl, and the best prenatal diet. Trying
to conceive often involves an enormous amount of emotion, from anxiety and disappointment to hope and joy.
With comfort, humor, and straightforward advice, The Impatient Woman’s Guide to Getting Pregnant is the
bedside companion to help you through it.
Birthing a Better Way Kalena Cook 2010 A must-read for women who want to know all of their choices in
childbirth. -Bad Connection Melody Carlson 2009-02-19 Meet Samantha McGregor She seems like your average teen, but
Samantha is unusually gifted. God gives her visions and dreams that offer unconventional glimpses into other
people’s lives and problems. It’s a powerful gift with a lot of responsibility… Bad Connection: Book One Kayla
Henderson lives on the edge. She likes to break the rules, considers partying an extracurricular activity, and
can’t stand her parents. So, most people aren’t surprised when she goes missing. Like everyone else, Samantha
McGregor assumes Kayla has run away. But then she has a vision where Kayla is tied up with duct tape over her
mouth. Freaked by the image, Samantha wonders, Is Kayla alive or dead? Was the vision real or just a silly
dream? Most important, can Kayla be found before it’s too late? Reaader's Guide Included! Story Behind the
Book “The secular world has become very interested in ‘supernatural’ gifts. Take, for example, shows like Joan
of Arcadia , The Medium, Monk, and Dead Zone . Yet it’s God who gives every good and perfect gift. My guess
is that we humans barely tap into the vast variety of gifts that He has to offer. Not only that, but our fast-paced,
high-tech culture rarely relies on those good ‘old-fashioned’ character traits like insight, intuition, wisdom, and
foresight. My hope is that this series will provide a fun way for teens to explore deeper levels of spirituality and
creativity while inspiring them to a greater love for God.” — Melody Carlson
Baby Dust Deanna Roy 2011-08-07 From the USA Today Bestselling author of Forever Innocent comes this
novel about surviving loss. The five women sitting in the circle of chairs all had great dreams of motherhood.
Then their babies died. Melinda sees blood on the floor every day after her loss. Dot believes the wrath of God
caused her baby to die. Teenage Tina is trolling internet dating sites for a father for another baby, and Janet's
failure to cry means her wedding is off. Stella, the support group leader, must help them while facing the old
choices that cost her ever having a family of her own. Based on the stories of dozens of real survivors, Baby
Dust is a moving tribute to the strength of mothers who must endure this impossible loss.
Out of My Mind Sharon M. Draper 2012-05 Considered by many to be mentally retarded, a brilliant, impatient
fifth-grader with cerebral palsy discovers a technological device that will allow her to speak for the first time.
How to Be a Dad Oscar Duke 2019-06-13 'All hail the Guru of Fatherhood' - Dermot O'Leary - The first doctorwritten guide to becoming a dad - Combines the medical knowledge of a healthcare professional with real-life
experience - Step-by-step - from conception to caring for your newborn baby - Honest, humorous and engaging,
this book answers the questions you've been too afraid to ask At this crucial life-moment, knowledge is power,
but you probably know less than you think: What's a cervix? Can we still have sex? Why's the midwife doing

that? How do I make up a bottle and is that poo normal? Dad's role is more important than you might ever have
imagined, so what can you do to help? 'I hope that as a doctor and a new dad, I will go some way towards
answering those "man questions" that never quite make it to the pub, locker-room, water cooler or any other
locations where men might find themselves having meaningful chats with another guy. Think of this as a papery
man hug in what is a potentially treacherous world of terminology, hormones, social change, sleep deprivation
and finally dirty nappies with tiny feet attached.'
Our Lives are But Stories Esther Schely-Newman 2002 A rich analysis of how four Tunisian-Israeli women tell
the stories of their lives, and a look at the implications for our own understanding of stories and the behavior of
communication.
Mastering Your Fertility Keeley McNamara 2019-12-03 An empowering guide to your reproductive health. The
secret to understanding your fertility lies in understanding your cycle. Mastering Your Fertility provides you with
all the information you need to take complete control of your reproductive health. Learn how to decipher your
body's natural indicators with charts to track, interpret, and put this vital information to use. Find ways to manage
irregularities in your cycle, figure out the best times to try and conceive, and get tips for overcoming common
challenges. It's your cycle--and Mastering Your Fertility gives you the power to make the most of it. Mastering
Your Fertility includes: Decode your fertility--From fluids to follicular phases, learn all the things your mom
(probably) never taught you about your period. Two-years of charts--Track your basal body temperature over
twenty-four months with color-coded charts that make it simple to understand and visualize the progression-whether you have a regular or irregular cycle. Empower yourself--Discover how to take all this information and
apply it to your life, health, and reproduction. Whether you're looking to have a baby or just want to better
understand your cycle, Mastering Your Fertility is one of the most helpful and compassionate guides you'll find.
Decisions and Orders of the National Labor Relations Board United States. National Labor Relations Board 1977
Dear Girls Ali Wong 2019-10-17 'You'll laugh like a drain' Stylist Dear Girls is Ali Wong's collection of heartfelt
and hilarious letters to her daughters covering everything they need to know in life, like the unpleasant details of
dating, how to be a working mum in a male-dominated profession and how she trapped their dad. She shares
the wisdom she’s learned from a life in comedy and reveals stories from her life off stage, including the brutal
single life in New York (and the inevitable confrontation with erectile dysfunction), reconnecting with her roots
(and drinking snake blood) in Vietnam and parenting war stories. Ali Wong’s letters are absurdly funny,
surprisingly moving and enlightening (and gross) for all.
Parents 2005
A Little Pregnant Linda Carbone 2001 A refreshingly honest memoir of a infertility follows one couple's decadelong search to become pregnant and its impact on their marriage. Reprint.
The Rough Guide to the Beatles Chris Ingham 2003 More than thirty years after they split, the Beatles remain
the ultimate pop band - the most popular, the most respected, the most influential. This new Rough Guide covers
the Fab Four from every angle, delving deep into their music and lyrics, their movies, their solo careers and
much more. Features include: - The Life and the Music: from Liverpool clubs to world domination, from
Beatlemania to the break-up and beyond, here's the story of the recordings and the gigs, as well as the haircuts,
girlfriends, scandals and psychedelia. - The Canon: the inside track on the 50 essential Beatles songs. - Beatles
On Screen: the movies, the promos, the TV appearances. - The Fifth Beatle: George Martin, Brian Epstein,
'Magic Alex' and others - the people closest to the Beatles. - Beatle Country: the landmarks of Beatles lore. Beatleology: the best books, the weirdest cover versions, the most obsessive websites, the obscurest trivia.All
you need is this!
Under a Veil of Gods R. Anthony Giamusso 2018-03-08 One common man, one quest, one world to save…
When a dying angel entrusts Montague La-Rose, a mere farmer, to protect the royal Volpi family from an alien
threat, a series of apocalyptic events begins. After a mysterious flood cripples the capital of Men, the civilized
world of Naan is plagued with dark magic. Montague, armed with nothing more than herbs, spices, and his
sword, faces deadly spells incomparable to the medieval weaponry of his time. But his skills in translating sacred
text grant him the ability to glean a pattern to the ancient enemy’s plan. As Montague struggles to uncover the
secrets of witchcraft, he discovers his true relation to the royal family and confronts the fact that his only chance
to liberate the planet may cost him his life in a war of monsters and men.
Kindred Octavia E. Butler 2004-02-01 The visionary author’s masterpiece pulls us—along with her Black female
hero—through time to face the horrors of slavery and explore the impacts of racism, sexism, and white
supremacy then and now. Dana, a modern black woman, is celebrating her twenty-sixth birthday with her new
husband when she is snatched abruptly from her home in California and transported to the antebellum South.
Rufus, the white son of a plantation owner, is drowning, and Dana has been summoned to save him. Dana is
drawn back repeatedly through time to the slave quarters, and each time the stay grows longer, more arduous,
and more dangerous until it is uncertain whether or not Dana's life will end, long before it has a chance to begin.
The Afterlife of Images Larissa N. Heinrich 2008-02-20 No further information has been provided for this title.
A Secure Base John Bowlby 2012-11-12 As Bowlby himself points out in his introduction to this seminal

childcare book, to be a successful parent means a lot of very hard work. Giving time and attention to children
means sacrificing other interests and activities, but for many people today these are unwelcome truths. Bowlby’s
work showed that the early interactions between infant and caregiver have a profound impact on an infant's
social, emotional, and intellectual growth. Controversial yet powerfully influential to this day, this classic
collection of Bowlby’s lectures offers important guidelines for child rearing based on the crucial role of early
relationships.
Am I the Reason I’m Not Getting Pregnant? Rosanne Austin 2020-05-05 Am I the Reason I’m Not Getting
Pregnant? gets women struggling with infertility ready to unleash unshakable confidence and certainty on the
road to motherhood. Am I the Reason I’m Not Getting Pregnant? reveals the secret to trading that fear for the
unwavering confidence and certainty that women are truly doing everything they can. Rosanne Austin is the
coach women around the world turn to when they want success on their fertility journey. In Am I the Reason I’m
Not Getting Pregnant? Rosanne shares: The genius hack for getting back on the road to fertility success,
regardless of age, past “failures,” and scary statistics The secret to making fertility decisions like an expert, so
women improve their chances of getting pregnant immediately and don’t waste time or resources How to create
the perfect Bump Squad, so women can finally get the support they really want – even from people they think
won’t “get” it What it takes to crush fear, doubt, negativity, and spinning in “what-ifs”, so women don’t wreck their
results or set themselves up for soul-searing regret Daily practices that empower women to never have to utter
the words, “What should I do,” ever again
The Night She Disappeared Lisa Jewell 2021-09-07 INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER GOOD
MORNING AMERICA BUZZ PICK “Utterly gripping with richly drawn, hugely compelling characters, this is a firstclass thriller with heart.” —Lucy Foley, New York Times bestselling author “Insane suspense.” —Lee Child, New
York Times bestselling author “Her best thriller yet.” —Harlan Coben, New York Times bestselling author From
the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Then She Was Gone comes another riveting work of psychological
suspense about a beautiful young couple’s disappearance on a gorgeous summer night, and the mother who will
never give up trying to find them... On a beautiful summer night in a charming English suburb, a young woman
and her boyfriend disappear after partying at the massive country estate of a new college friend. One year later,
a writer moves into a cottage on the edge of the woods that border the same estate. Known locally as the Dark
Place, the dense forest is the writer’s favorite area for long walks and it’s on one such walk that she stumbles
upon a mysterious note that simply reads, “DIG HERE.” Could this be a clue towards what has happened to the
missing young couple? And what exactly is buried in this haunted ground? With her signature “rich, dark, and
intricately twisted” (Ruth Ware, New York Times bestselling author) prose, Lisa Jewell has crafted a dazzling
work of suspense that will keep you on the edge of your seat until the final page.
It Starts with the Egg Rebecca Fett 2019-02-28 A practical and evidence-backed approach for improving egg
quality and fertility— fully revised and updated in 2019. The latest scientific research reveals that egg quality has
a powerful impact on how long it takes to get pregnant and the risk of miscarriage. Poor egg quality is in fact the
single most important cause of age-related infertility, recurrent miscarriage, and failed IVF cycles. Based on a
vast array of scientific research, It Starts with the Egg provides a comprehensive program for improving egg
quality in three months, with specific advice tailored to a variety of fertility challenges— including endometriosis,
unexplained infertility, diminished ovarian reserve, PCOS, and recurrent miscarriage. With concrete strategies
such as minimizing exposure to common toxins, choosing the right vitamins and supplements to safeguard
developing eggs, and harnessing nutritional advice shown to boost IVF success rates, this book offers practical
solutions that will help you get pregnant faster and deliver a healthy baby.
Secret Strategies Winny Koster 2003 This dissertation entitled 'Secret strategies. Women and abortion in Yoruba
society, Nigeria' is based on an applied research project in abortion and other fertility regulation practices. The
project explored sociocultural, economic and service related factors influencing the high rate of unsafe abortion
and abortion death and in a participatory way gave recommendations for improvements. The dissertation pays
attention to the motivations of women to resort to practices they know are a risk to their health and life.
Fair Exchange Michele Roberts 2012-03-15 In the early 1800s, Louise, a French peasant woman, fearing she is
about to die, calls for her priest. She has a secret to confess. Though the priest is impatient, she wants to tell her
tale from the beginning. The story opens in Stoke Newington, London, in the 1780s, with Jemima Boote, arriving
at Miss Mary Wollstonecraft's school. Jemima follows her beloved teacher to Paris wanting to be part of the
erupting revolution and then - six months pregnant - retreats to the tiny village of Louise's youth. Her arrival
coincides with that of another young mother-to-be, Annette, who has been sent by her parents to the country to
hide her disgraceful pregnancy and to get over her infatuation with William, a young English poet. In an
abandoned convent they take up their waiting: waiting for their babies, waiting for their men. While drawing hints
and facts from the lives and secret affairs of two of the most famous and passionate figures of the late 18th
century - Mary Wollstonecraft and William Wordworth - the intriguing mystery surrounding these two women, is
Michèle Roberts own fascinating creation.
The Initiatory Path in Fairy Tales Bernard Roger 2015-06-15 Hidden within age-old classic stories lie the

hermetic teachings of alchemy and Freemasonry • Explains how the stages of the Great Work are encoded in
both little known and popular stories such as Cinderella, Snow White, and Little Red Riding Hood • Reveals the
connection between Mother Goose and important esoteric symbols of the Western Mystery tradition •
Demonstrates the ancient lineage of these stories and how they originated as the trigger to push humanity
toward higher levels of consciousness In his Mystery of the Cathedrals, the great alchemist Fulcanelli revealed
the teachings of the hermetic art encoded in the sculpture and stained glass of the great cathedrals of Europe.
What he did for churches, his disciple Bernard Roger does here for fairy tales. Through exhaustive analysis of
the stories collected by the Brothers Grimm, Perrault, and others, Roger demonstrates how hermetic ideas,
especially those embodied in alchemy and Freemasonry, can be found in fairy tales, including such popular
stories as Cinderella, Snow White, Sleeping Beauty, and Little Red Riding Hood as well as the tales attributed to
“Mother Goose.” The goose has long been an important esoteric symbol in the Western Mystery tradition. The
stories told under the aegis of Mother Goose carry these symbols and secrets, concealed in what hermetic
adepts have long called “the language of the birds.” Drawing upon the original versions of fairy tales, not the
sanitized accounts made into children’s movies, the author reveals how the tales illustrate each stage of the
Great Work and the alchemical iterations required to achieve them. He shows how the common motif of a hero
or heroine sent in search of a rare object by a sovereign before their wishes can be granted is analogous to the
Masonic quest for the lost tomb of Hiram or the alchemist’s search for the fire needed to perform the Great Work.
He also reveals how the hero is always aided by a green bird, which embodies the hermetic understanding of the
seed and the fruit. By unveiling the secret teachings within fairy tales, Roger demonstrates the truly ancient
lineage of these initiatory stories and how they originated as the trigger to push humanity toward higher levels of
consciousness.
Pregnancy After Loss Support Emily Long 2020-03 This book is a simple book of love written for you, a mom
pregnant again after loss, from other loss moms who have been where you are now. In the pages of this book,
we share letters of love from our hearts to yours with the hope that, maybe, in the darkest, loneliest hours of grief
and fear, you will find a little bit of comfort in the words offered here. Our deepest desire is for you to know that
you are not alone. We are with you. When needed, let us carry your hope for you when it feels impossible to find.
Let us wrap you in love and be a light in the darkness as you carry both hope and fear and engage in the most
courageous act - to choose for life after you have known death.
Mayo Clinic Guide to a Healthy Pregnancy Roger Harms 2011-05-01 Offers a reference guide to pregnancy and
childbirth, discussing morning sickness, back pain, gestational diabetes and breast-feeding with a week-by-week
guide to changes in both mother and baby. Original.
Simply Unforgettable Mary Balogh 2006 En route to Bath, England, to teach at Miss Martin's School for Girls,
Frances Allard seeks refuge from a snowstorm at a nearby inn and finds unexpected passion with Lucius
Marshall, unaware that Lucius is the heir to the Earl of Edgecombe.
HER LITTLE SECRET, HIS HIDDEN HEIR Heidi Betts 2019-07-01 Her marriage to the wealthy Marcus ended
after only three years. Vanessa left his house in sadness, but she was suddenly struck with nausea. One year
later, Vanessa is helping with her aunt’s bakery. Vanessa’s dream is to deliver her aunt’s pastries all over the
United States, so she wants to expand the business. One day, she receives an offer from an investor, who turns
out to be her ex-husband, Marcus. She can't let him find out about her secret! Vanessa tries to turn his
investment offer down, but then Marcus tells her a surprising truth!
The Postpartum Husband Karen Kleiman 2001-03-23 For too many families, the postpartum period brings
unexpected pain and devastation when depression entered the picture. The anticipated joy and pleasure of
parenthood is replaced with feelings of fear, sadness, anger, confusion and resentment. Research has shown
that supportive relationships during postpartum depression treatment is associated with a reduction in
depressive symptoms. When partners have the right information, they will not only gain a better understanding of
the illness and its impact, they will also feel better themselves. Furthermore, we know that this understanding
and capacity for support is directly related to his wife's sense of well being and control. In my first book, "This
Isn't What I Expected: Overcoming Postpartum Depression" (Bantam, 1994), we included a chapter for
husbands, which turned out to be an invaluable resource for the partners of women suffering from PPD. After
receiving feedback from the families I treat, I was shown that husbands needed support and information that is
distinct from what their wives were seeking. "The Postpartum Husband" offers that information with its handy
reference-style format and addresses specific questions that may arise throughout the course of the illness. As
the husband feels more in control of the situation and his wife feels understood and cared for, symptoms improve
and recovery is augmented.
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